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A Survey of Budget Elements
Relating to Cost and Performance Standards

SUMMARY
A comparative review of seven public transit operators' cost and performance statistics based on the latest available data published by the
I~merican rubiic 1ransii Association indicates Thai the RTD compares
favorably with other operations around the country.
Further analysis of budgetary considerations suggests that, while the
District is an efficiently running operation, possible significant
economies may be possible by improving certain control procedures
and practices.
This report recommends two areas of close analysis for the near
future: 1) the determination of optimum overtime for operators and
maintenance personnel, to serve as a standard for work scheduling,
and 2) an evaluation of the bus and operator scheduling and run-cutting
processes. A third recommendation suggests several general study
items for the next year, such as the establishment of performance frequencies for various maintenance tasks and the establishment of programs to perform these tasks, and the standardization of operating
division clerical procedures to insure maximal use of available manpower at minimum cost.
While it cannot be said with assurance that the analysis of these issues
may result in the identification of areas of considerable savings, the
absence of precise data suggests that opportunities for economies in
these areas exist.
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INTRODUCTION
The District is nearing the end of a five-year period of sustained rapid
service expansion and increases in personnel staffing levels. This
growth has allowed the RTD, in addition to increasing service, to perform support activities which are necessary to the efficient long-range
operation of the District.
The purpose of this study has been to review the general budget considerations of the District`s Transportation and Maintenance Departments, to survey the key points or decisions upon which these departmental budgets are made, and to estimate or assess where a potential
small efficiency or economy in a key decision-making area or process
may result in a significant dollar savings.
An additional element of this review was to collect and present available
comparative statistics indicating RTD cost and efficiency factors in
relation to other bus operators. These statistics are presented in
Appendices A and B. Appendix C presents a brief summation of RTD
efficiency factors from fiscal year 1971-1972 to projections for
1976-1977.
In general terms, RTD budget decisions all grow from a policy determination by the Board of Directors of what levels of service the
District will offer, on how many miles of route at what frequency,
over what hours of service, will what lines be served. From this,
the Operations and Planning Departments estimate the vehicles required to provide the desired level of service. This decision is based
upon estimates of operating line speed, layover time, vehicle reserves
needed, labor contract requirements, and so on. From these decisions,
in turn, come further budgeting estimates of bus operators needed,
total miles operated, mechanics and utility workers required, overtime,
and total operating costs.
In other words, a series of apparently "small" decisions has the
potential for major dollar costs or savings.
In assessing the possibility of these types of potential savings, several
general questions are pertinent.
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1. What kinds of performance and efficiency measures
are presently being used to evaluate and predict
manpower and equipment requirements ?
2. What procedures and work schedules are followed
in obtaining these performance and efficiency
measures ?
3. What efficiency measures would provide the most
complete picture of what kind of a job the RTD is
doing and where small, but significant, economies
might be possible?
4. What can be done to anticipate and smooth the implementation of improved automated and computerized
information processing methods in this area?
In response to the first question of performance measures in predicting
manpower and equipment requirements, the following tentative generalizations have emerged in the course of this survey:
1. The rapid service expansion and accompanying
"fine tuning" has precluded a detailed, line-byline assessment of maximum line speed or optimal allocations of buses.
2. Determinations of economically optimal manpower
levels are primarily based on professional or
historical RTD experience rather than on a verified and updated formula of optimally cost-effective
overtime hours.
Regarding the second question of the means of obtaining these performance
measures, the following tentative generalization has emerged:
It appears that systematic review mechanisms for
assessing all aspects or impacts of manpower or
scheduling decisions are not being followed.
In respect to the third question of what measures would illustrate RTD
performance and economies, the following efficiency measurements may
be useful in assessing the RTD's performance and in suggesting areas
of potential economies:
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1. economically optimal, hourly work-week
2, actual hourly work-week
3. optimal operators per bus
4, actual operators per bus
5, optimal line speed for each line
6, maximum buses optimally required (at present service
levels)
7. equipment "downtime" standards
8. mechanic and utility workers per bus
9. maintenance task frequencies and calendar for task performance
10, maintenance task performance standards
Z 1, operating cost per bus hour
12, scheduled vs, non-scheduled overtime
13. by division comparison of exEra-board operations
14, sta~dardzzation of clerical procedures
The identification of performance and cost factors such as those listed
above could provide the following tools for improved management:
1. a basis for periodic monitoring and far establishing
operating goals,
2, cost consciousness at all levels,
3, a basis for analysis of trade-offs to achieve an
optimal balance of cost and service, and
4, a means for management by exception.
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In response to the fourth question of smoothing implementation of data
processing systems, these improved management tools, although
manually developed at first, would assist managers in recognizing the
value of later computerized data processing systems in providing
quality and economic-related data for the best management of resources.
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RECOMMENDATIONS: DISCUSSION
To begin to address the questions raised above, three recommendations
follow. Two recommendations suggest specific areas for further study
4vhich are cr?±ical pivot points fir ~:~.ajo?' decisions and commitments ~f
resources. The third recommendation outlines other areas where a detailed review of District procedures might assist in the preparation of
future budgets, operating and performance standards and improved overall efficiency.
1.

Optimum Overtime for Operators and Maintenance Personnel

In budgeting from year to year, the cost of operator and maintenance personnel wages, a certain portion is allotted for the premium time of overtime. For fiscal year 1977, an average of 46 working hours or 49 pay
hours is being used to project operator wages expenses, based on historical practice. Similarly, mechanics are estimated to work a 42-1 /2 hour
work week or to be paid 44 hours. Operators' workruns are compiled
~~ith built-in overtime frequently being part of regularly scheduled work
assignments, and maintenance expenditures reflect a relatively constant
level of overtime from month to month. However, no guidelines currently exist defining the optimum level of overtime hours an employee
could work before the cost of overtime exceeds the cost of hiring additional personnel.
This is, it should be noted, a very complex problem with the other possible major impacts; the easy availability of overtime to operators may
tend to increase the frequency of one-day sicks and may, as a consequence, result in a larger manpower reserve or extra-board requirement for each operating division than otherwise necessary. The large
a.mcurt of overt me v~-ork also mikes personnel more susceptible to
accidents.
It is recommended that an analysis be performed to
determine the economically optimum level of overtime for operators and maintenance personnel where
t1-ie premium portion of overtime does not exceed the
cost of fringe benefits of additional employees.
The analysis of this question wras not performed as a
part of this study because of its complexity. Such an
analysis ~~ould require the isolation of each fringe
benefit and the determination of its cost for each additional hour after an eight-hour day. The summation
of the costs would then :h~:
e to ~e compared to the cust
of overtime hours for va.r;ous job levels,
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`vVith this information, the Scheduling Department could
analyze current runs to determine those that may be beyond the range of cost-effectiveness. The Maintenance
Department could use this information as a factor in determining the need to hire additional personnel when the
cost of overtime may continually remain high in a particular division.
2.

The Scheduling Processin

In considering various performance factors that could be developed for
manpower and equipment, it became evident that the scheduling process
dictates the need for operators, the length of an operator's day, the
assignment of operators and operating line speed. These factors directly
come into question in determining whether the RTD is providing the maximum amount of service with the minimum amount of cost.
It is recommended that a thorough analysis and evaluation be performed on the process of schedule building,
seeking to identify the central factors guiding determinations of running time, layover time, headways, runcutting, and other factors which may govern the allocation of manpower and equipment.
The product of this analysis should be to outline the
general parameters and cost/benefits of alternative
scheduling decisions for review by management.
Particular areas of concern are:
1) Is the scheduling of layover time in accordance
with contract guidelines, limited strictly to only
that time required by the union contract?
2} Are such other overhead time factors such as
sign-on and sign -off time, deadhead time,
penalty time or premium time major concerns
in building a schedule?
3) What efforts are made to determine optimum
line speed or passengers per mile for each line,
maximizing the use of each bus on a Line?
4) Could equipment use be further maximized such
as through rotating operators at layover points
to keep equipment continually in service?
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5j Could the number of operators assigned to the extraboard be reduced? Can non-biddable trippers be
made into more economical runs?
6) ~~hat procedures or programs are followed or would
be beneficial in assessing bus schedules and productivity on an on -going basis?
7) How closely can operators' runs be scheduled to
coincide with an economically optimal operator
work-week?
The problem of maximum line running speed is a complex one. The
greatest num'per of buses are required during peak-hours when running
times are slo~Jest, and yet, probably closest to optimal. This suggests
that a significant increase in non-peak line speed resulting in a lower
non-peak equipment requirement would still not reduce the District's
peak hour or total vehicle needs.
Because of the various stipulations in the union contract regarding bus
operator pay for "split time" exceeding two hours and so on, it seems
possible that an increase in non-peak 1zne speed resulting in a lower
vehicle requirement would not immediately or necessarily bring about
a one -to-one reduction in the cost of operator pay time. It would,
perhaps, result in lower mileage requirements and faster service to
RTD patrons. Presumably some cost reductions through decreased
maintenance needs and through sorry reduction in bus operator overtime would be possible, nevertheless.
Despite these prob~e;rs, it may be that ~~~arth~:~hile peak-sour cost
reductions can be achieved through a detailed assessment of scheduling
factcrs as they affect v~hic2e requirements. Tnis is proba'oly especiaiiy
true of that peak-hour service which operates totally or largely in
areas of lower population and lower ridership density.
3.

General Studv Items

In addition, other areas of question could be viewed as study items for
the next fiscal year
1 } Development of manpower levels in maintenance
such as mechanics per bus, and cost performance
standards for each major maintenance task, such
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as a particular type of engine overhaul costing
$250 including parts, and requiring thirty manhours. These standards could be used to project workload and to assess individual employee
and division performance.
2) Establishment of "downtime" standards for various
7Y12.iY'i~2ria.T10E GNEia.tI0Y1S 1T'id subsequent ai1a.iyS1S
of such standards to determine if, through
improved performance of tasks or service equipment, this time could be reduced.
3) Analysis and evaluation of extra-board mark-up
procedures to ensure board mark-up is uniformly
performed in the most cost effective manner.
4) Investigation of the cost of bus operator one-day
sickness in terms of increased extra-board manpo~~er requirements and in relationship to the
availability of overtime and operators who have
gone sick.
5) What use is made of line summaries and line profiles in adjusting line running time and in the
identification of potential service -intense trunk
lines or short lines?
6) What performance or task standards are used
in estimating optimal personnel levels in schedule
chec%:ing?
7) How can schedule and ridership check information be most efficiently utilized?
8) What steps can be taken to insure maximum
accuracy of cost accounting information obtained
from the Maintenance Department? What are
the principal difficulties in obtaining this data
accurately and how can they be minimized?
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RECOMMENDATIONS: SUMMARY
The following list represents a summary of recommendations made in
the previous section.
It is recommended that:
1) An analysis be performed to determine the
economically optimum level of overtime for
operators and maintenance personnel where
the premium portion of overtime does not
exceed the cost of fringe benefits.
2) An analysis and evaluation be performed
of the process of schedule building, seeking
to identify the central factors guiding determ.inations that may govern the allocation of
manpower and equipment,
3) The following items be studied in the next
fiscal year:
a) development of manpower levels and
cost performance standards in
maintenance,
b) establishment of "downtime" standards,
c) analysis of extra-board mark-up procedures,
d) ir~ve stigation of cost of one -day sickness to
bus operators,
e) analysis of the use of line sumrr~aries and
line profiles,
f) analysis of performance standards for
schedule checking,
g) analysis of content and use of schedale and
ridership check information, and
h) analysis of information source of data from
Main*enance department.
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CONCLUSION 5
The recornrriendations contained in this report are the result of a survey of present operating cost and performance conditions. The intent
of these recom~_+~:~c~3~?ons is to enhance the efficiency and effectiveness
of RTD services by devel.z~pT.ng internal operational standards. These
standards are viewed as a means of s~If-evaluata.~n which could assist
operational managers a± a1? ~PVPls in augrr±en.ting tha capabilities of
their departments.
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Appendix C
Selected RTD Efficiency Factors
1971 -1976

Source: RT1~ Revenue and Expense Accounts
RTD Annual Reports
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